
	 
 
“One, two, three, four, five!” It is a thrill to hear your child count. Your child’s ability to rote 
count sets the stage for a deeper understanding that numbers have value, and each 
number stands for a specific quantity. 
 

Your child builds number concepts through play and repeated opportunities to learn and 
practice. Eventually your toddler will be able to: 
 

• Say “three” when he or she is talking about three objects 
• Recognize the printed number “3” 
• Know that three is more than two 

 

Your child may confuse size for quantity at first, believing that three BIG cars are “more” 
than four little cars. The more opportunities he has to point to objects and count them, the 
more confident your counter will become at mastering the art of one-to-one 
correspondence and quantity. 
 

Research tells us that there are ways for you to prepare your young child to understand 
numbers. As your child compares, matches, classifies, organizes, forms patterns, measures 
and sorts, he is combining meaning and language to build number concepts. 
 

Here are some simple ways to teach your child about numbers. Enjoying these simple play 
activities together will enhance the bond between you and the child. 
 
Counting All Day Long. Have fun counting all day long: count the stairs 
as you climb them, pieces of toast on your child’s plate, toothbrushes in 
the bathroom. Use this strategy during challenging situations as well. 
Count the number of steps to your child’s bed from the living room 
couch, the number of people in line at the grocery store, or the number 
of stoplights on the way to grandma’s house in the car.  
 

Hop Like a Bunny.  Make transitioning from one activity or location to 
another a fun opportunity to count. Direct your child to “hop like a 
bunny” five times to the snack table, or “take five big Superhero steps” 
to the toy box to put away a toy. Play a game combining your motor 
directions where you ask her to first “turn around one time” then “jump 
like a kangaroo five times.”  

 

PLAY & LEARN: 
One Elephant book 

Together we will help your child learn and grow.    SingPlayLove.com 
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